Abstract: This paper proposes a hybrid uncertainty propagation approach for system risk assessment.
Introduction
In the field of system engineering, the characterization and propagation of uncertainty in systematic quantitative risk assessment and the influence of uncertainty on risk decision-making are concerned as a hot issue [1, 2] . Especially in aerospace, aviation, nuclear power and other fields, when accurate basic reliability data can't be obtained, risk uncertainty becomes the main basis for risk decision-making.
Risk uncertainty includes two types [3] : One is the stochastic uncertainty (also called objective uncertainty) caused by the randomness and contingency of the internal behavior of the system; the other is the epistemic uncertainty (also called subjective uncertainty) caused by the lack of information and knowledge of the system. In recent years, probability theory as a commonly mean for uncertainty characterization and transmission has been questioned, which can't be used to deal with epistemic uncertainty especially when the data is not accurate, knowledge is not complete. For the characterization of epistemic uncertainty, Moens D [4] [5] [6] promote interval method to describe epistemic uncertainty, Rohmer J [7] use probability distribution to depict seismic risk model and data uncertainty, Agarwal H[8] proposed a uncertainty quantification method based on evidence theory for multi attribute optimization design, Shah [9] use evidence theory to model and propagate uncertainty.
When stochastic uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty exist simultaneously in risk model, Guyonnet D [10] proposed a hybrid uncertainty analysis framework, Flage R[11] used a combined method by FT and MC to propagate risk uncertainty of the nuclear reactor thermal loop control system, Baraldi [12] combines ET with MC method to study the risk hybrid uncertainty of nuclear power plant, and the propagation characteristics of uncertainty under probability, possibility and probability-possibility framework are given respectively.
The above method only considers the mixed uncertainties when the risk model input variables, the uncertainties of the distribution parameters of the input variables doesn't been considered in the risk model. Baudrit [13] established a two-layer hybrid uncertainty propagation framework, the epistemic uncertainty parameters were completely dependent or completely independent, however the mixed uncertainty propagation was not considered when incomplete dependence between the distribution parameters of variables exists. Therefore, this paper proposes a uncertainty propagation framework considering the interdependence of cognitive uncertainties. For the disadvantage of MC sampling independence or complete dependence of uncertainty, a framework of distributed parameter cognitive uncertainty dependence analysis is proposed, which can deal with the complete dependence, partial dependence and independent propagation of parameters. In order to realize the independent propagation of the distribution parameters, the probability distribution is transformed into the evidence belief space, and the random set theory is used to realize the independent propagation of cognitive uncertainty. Finally, an example is given to illustrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.
Possibility Theory
Possibility theory has the ability to deal with uncertainties when information is inaccurate and knowledge is incomplete. Unlike probability theory (using a single probability measure), possibility theory uses a pair of set functions (possibility measure and necessity measure) to characterize uncertainty [14] . Fuzzy set as classical tool of possibility theory is commonly used to characterize the uncertainty. A brief description of fuzzy sets theory is given here. Details are given in the literature [15] . Dubois [17] gives the description of membership degree: when A ( )=1 u Under the framework of possibility theory， possibility measure Π and necessity N are defined as follows [18] :
Set U is the outputs of y , possibility measure A is subset of U and defined as:
Necessity measure ( ) N A is defined as:
, it shows that the membership degree of each element in the interval is greater than or equal to α, shown as in Fig. 1 . Lower bound L x α and upper bound R x α of triangular fuzzy distribution α-cut set can be calculated as:
The principle of fuzzy number α-cut set operation shown as Eq.4 and Eq.5
[min( , 
Epistemic uncertainty parameters dependency model
Normally, α-cut is used to calculate the possibility distribution, the parameters of epistemic uncertainty are supposed dependent each other completely [19] . However, in actual system engineering, epistemic uncertainty parameters are partially dependent, independent or positive(negative) dependent [20] . Therefore, the concept of the dependence coefficient of cognitive uncertainty parameters is proposed in this paper. The concrete analysis is as follows, detailed analysis is as follows:
α and 2 A α are α-cut sets of possibility number 1 y and 2 y respectively,
is dependency coefficient of two fuzzy numbers, dependency model of 1 y and 2 y is defined as Eq.6. When
y and 2 y is positive dependence; when 1 0 k − ≤ < , 1 y and 2 y negative dependent; when 0 k = , 1 y and 2 y independent; specially, when 1 k = ± , 1 y and 2 y positive (negative) dependent. Set A belongs to output Z U of risk model Z, then the possibility measure and necessity measure of set A are
Hybrid uncertainty propagation with parameters dependency
In addition, the belief and plausibility measures can be obtained as by m possibility and necessity measures [13] .
Here, i p is sample probability of i th stochastic variable 1 2 ( , , , , , )
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Cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen co-bottom tank model
The fuel tank structure of a type of hydrogen-oxygen engine is designed by adiabatic composite material. The hydrogen and oxygen tank is designed by co-bottom structure, and the co-bottom is vacuum sealed space, and the tank is divided into two independent parts: liquid hydrogen tank and liquid oxygen tank. Because the mixture ratio of hydrogen and oxygen reaches a certain condition, it is easy to explode, so the co-bottom is also the safety barrier of the whole tank. To ensure the safety of the tank, a common bottom safety monitoring system is used to detect the pressure, gas concentration and vacuum of the co-bottom [21] .
In order to ensure the heat insulation at the bottom, the main technical indicators are: 12h leakage rate should be less than 3×10 -3 Pa·m 3 /s. In this paper, 12 hours static leakage rate is used to characterize the safety of hydrogen and oxygen tank.
In Eq.11, Q is co-bottom leakage rate ( , , , , P P V T T are all uncertainty variables.
Uncertainty parameters of co-bottom leakage gas rate
Due to the influence of systematic errors such as measurement and design, variables 1 P 、 2 P obey normal distribution 1 1 1 ( , ) Table 1 . Due to the influence of subjective preferences, the epistemic uncertainty parameters are interdependent. p1 µ , p2 µ , p1 σ , p2 σ , T1 µ and T2 µ are dependent. The other parameters are independent of each other, dependent coefficient are given in Table 2 . Table 2 Relationships of parameter distributions of epistemic uncertainty
Results analysis
1) To verify the validity of the proposed method, a comparison between the proposed method and the 2-level MC method proposed by Baudrit C [13] is made when the parameters are independent. The result is shown in Fig.3 . By comparison, the proposed mixed uncertainty propagation method is consistent with the 2-level MC method. The cumulative probability distributions are consistent with Bel and Pl , and 
Conclusions
In this paper a hybrid uncertainty propagation framework considering the parameter dependence of cognitive uncertainty is proposed. Compared with the bi-cyclic MC framework, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified. At the same time, A general dependency model for epistemic uncertainty parameters is proposed. Especially for parameter independence, a hybrid uncertainty propagation algorithm based on D-S evidence theory is proposed to overcome the problem of high computational cost for dual-cycle MC. When the epistemic uncertainty parameters are characterized by possibility theory, and the parameters are independent, the risk uncertainty is the greatest, which is suitable for the case that the exact probability distribution parameters can not be obtained, and the risk calculation results are relatively conservative.
